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Digital humanities preservation
A conversation for developing
sustainable digital projects
A. Miller and Molly Taylor-Poleskey

Introduction
Digital humanities boundaries are dynamic, encompassing varying disciplines,
time periods, languages, cultures, and technical specifications. Since the beginnings of the field, the intersectionality of such research has continuously increased,
adding to the vibrancy of digital methods that are a new norm in research and
scholarship for the humanities. However, in the midst of all this growth in the
broad field of digital humanities (DH), Rachael Samberg and Stacy Reardon stress
the responsibility for project sustainability:
Preservation of DH research outputs is critical for their future use, yet durable
access questions often go unaddressed as DH projects take shape. Failure to
account for projects’enduring sustainability can leave gaps in cultural heritage
and potentially eliminate years of scholarship and financial investments by
funding organizations, institutions, and scholars.
The stakes are clear: digital humanities scholarship is in danger of being relegated
to the “dustbin of history” unless project preservation planning becomes the norm
(Smith, “New-Model Scholarship”). The infrastructure of digital humanities projects is pivotal to their success and sustainability, as emphasized in literature surrounding the debates in the digital humanities (DH) and digital scholarship (DS).
Whether because of a lack of collaboration with information technologists or
because funding for preservation is not guaranteed for digital projects, preservation is often an afterthought in digital scholarship, leading to orphaned works and
broken links. The digital humanities will have a greater chance of survival if preservation becomes a priority up front.
In the last decade, DH has taken hold, with dedicated centers, labs, libraries, and
departments at academic institutions. DH is also of interest to general scholars,
researchers, and students at large and small institutions. At some point, however,
DH practitioners will navigate unchartered territory when working with colleagues
who may not understand DH projects yet know how to enable their preservation.
A lack of collaboration is one of many hurdles to overcome in this infrastructural
journey of DH development, especially on a campus where collaboration across
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disciplines is talked about but not often practiced.1 This change of practice is crucial to preserving DH work, as a digital project’s preservation status is determined
by a mix of technical, financial, and human challenges and opportunities. Conversations about preservation should start at project inception and include a range of
expertise. We argue for the urgency of DH preservation and offer suggestions for
overcoming the hurdles in planning sustainable DH projects. This chapter is
accompanied by a Digital Project Preservation Plan (2019) as an online guidebook
and template that can be adapted to jumpstart the preservation plan for a wide
range of digital projects.

The terms of the problem
Project preservation is a recognized concern for scholars, but what does this actually entail? 2 Abby Smith and Kenneth Thibodeau posit that the goal of digital
preservation is “to ensure that digital information—be it textual, numeric, audio,
visual, or geospatial—is accessible to a future user in an authentic and complete
form” (Smith, “What is Preservation”). But the goal is also to preserve the ability
to reproduce those objects in the future (Thibodeau). In order to reproduce the
project in the future one needs to know not only the results of the end product but
also the decisions that the creators made to arrive at those results. This leads to the
question of what to preserve digitally. A checklist might include version tracking,
code, challenges encountered and their resolutions, alternative strategies, screenshots, interview notes, and interactive elements (visualizations, audio, and video).
According to Daniel Pitti, “creating, maintaining, managing, and publishing a
digital research collection requires an infrastructure to ensure that the ongoing
process is efficient, reliable, and controlled.” The ongoing maintenance of this
infrastructure is what is needed at the forefront of today’s DH conversations.
Smith, Jeff Rothenberg, and Dorothy Warner3 offer similar perspectives on the
necessary components and most difficult challenges of preservation, although the
debates around digital preservation have not yielded any one perfect method.
Among the applications discussed are migration (the transfer of digital information
from an older hardware/software configuration to a newer one) and emulation (the
preservation of both the functionality of the software and the actual hardware used
to run the software). Although among the best options for preserving digital
objects, web applications, and DH projects, these applications do not come close
to providing a solution individually or in combination (Rothenberg). Additionally,
either option can be time and labor intensive, which requires expertise more likely
found in computer or information science disciplines rather than the humanities.
The challenges to an effective preservation plan are many, and some of them
will be outlined in the following section. They include time constraints, funding
and credit, ownership, and function maintenance. The first of these issues recognizes that DH practitioners tend to focus on the creation of a project and are not
accustomed to investing time in preparing their work for permanent retention.
Indeed, it takes time, either of research assistants or primary investigators, to
accomplish the unglamorous tasks of creating a consistent digital file inventory
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that would enable outsiders to understand the project methods and make use of
archived materials.
An underlying question, of course, is who would fund the labor involved in the
inventorying process and the ongoing storage space? In “What is Preservation,”
Smith states, “this crucial dependency of digital information on format and markup
begs the question of who should pay for file preparation and what economic model
will support this expensive enterprise.” There is a cost to storing data, whether in
the cloud or on physical hardware. Other potential costs include hosting websites
and maintaining domain names. Storage space and the ingestion of data deposits
require annual funding and salaries for staff who manage that process. Some projects, like the Linguistic Atlas Project, have funding pieced together from multiple
sources, which must be renewed each year (Kretzschmar). Although getting funds
from any source is ideal for creating DH projects, planning project development
with unknown sources and dollar amounts makes it difficult to plan, deliver, and
preserve DH projects. Open and shared standards and models for this could help
bear these costs of ingestion. As a result, standards also play a part in the financial
and human challenges of DH preservation.
Funding is especially challenging if grant funds are used to support staff time
working on the project where the university reaps the reward of the salary savings
rather than the department working on the DH project or if funds run out before
the project is complete. The latter funding issue is extremely important with regard
to ongoing maintenance and preservation. Although some grant funds can be used
for this, it is only for the award period of the grant, not for continued use beyond
the grant. One solution is the use of local seed grants to inspire DH project ideas,
including funding to start preservation work of a DH project.4 What if the project
is not grant funded, but instead the funds come from a department’s operating
budget or are paid out of pocket by the researcher (faculty or student)? Personal
funds can be used to create fantastic, thought-provoking, and inspiring DH projects, but will the institution support that project once it is developed? Does it
matter if the project is housed on an institutional server, student account, or somewhere else? Surely it is in the best interest of the institution to maintain projects in
which it has already invested resources.
Uncertain funding is a challenge, and “while a function of all collaborative
projects, [it] is particularly germane to digital endeavors, in which technical and
administrative infrastructure are often determined by geographic and funding considerations not entirely under the control of the primary investigators” (Reed).
Funding agencies tend to see new projects as more attractive investments rather
than preserving already established projects.
Managing ongoing projects can be difficult. Collaboratively-built projects may
hold the advantage of having maintenance and preservation experts on the roster,
but other unknown factors may be just as debilitating to a project even with multiple collaborators. One reason projects stagnate, according to Susan Brown, is
“people moving on, intellectually or institutionally, without taking their projects
along with them.” If a collaborative community works on a DH project or supports
a certain aspect of a DH project, the question of ownership comes into play. Many
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digital humanists surely share the experience that Dr. Taylor-Poleskey had with
her Königsberg Food Database: graduating from an institution where a research
project visualization was housed, only to find a few months after leaving that the
link to the data visualization was inexplicably broken. It is a question not only of
ownership but also of liability. This is one reason why there are DH silos to begin
with; there, ownership is never in question. But even then, what happens if the
faculty supporting the DH project change institutions? Does the project change
institutions, too? Which institution continues to support the work?
For those projects that use institutional resources such as server space and are
built by individual faculty without discussion of faculty vs. institutional responsibilities, the result can be orphaned DH work. With no one person owning it, the
project risks being lost to the technical preservation challenges discussed earlier.
The same can be said for other kinds of projects, such as a student building a DH
project with institutionally purchased and maintained platforms, such as an enterprise site license for ArcGIS or Omeka installations on a campus server. Such
projects may include course assignments, culminating portfolios, or practicumproduced results. These projects can quickly become ephemeral, even if they represent high-quality scholarship, as was the case with a data visualization project
from graduate students in Middle Tennessee State University’s HIST 6450 Digital
Tools for Historians class. In the first iteration of this class, one group of students
researched the history of breweries in Nashville before and after Prohibition to
track how the industry had shifted over the course of that period. It was insightful
and original work, which dissolved when the class ended because there was no
plan in place to preserve the project or the underlying data at MTSU. Presumably,
the student project leader still has the dataset and could conceivably recreate the
visualization on the open-source tool Palladio, but there is no way for potential
readers to access the project.
Preservation, though, should also preserve functionality and not just access to
content. The born-digital materials that comprise DH projects today are dynamic,
distributed, interactive hypertext and hypermedia (Rothenberg). They must retain
their functionality, including their integration with disparate traditional sources, in
order to be preserved for use in the future. Even the widely used proprietary formats are vulnerable if their owners stop supporting it (Smith, “What is Preservation”). Web-accessible content and data formats constantly change for many
reasons, and they are in danger of becoming unusable with modern web browsers
(Swaney et al.). When this happens, users are left to install plugins, “software that
must be downloaded and installed separately from the web browser, in order to
view files with older or unpopular file formats” (Swaney et al.). However, even the
plugins and web browsers will eventually age beyond use.
This returns us to the migration and emulation strategies mentioned earlier.
Websites are increasingly using more dynamic content and technologies, such as
JavasScript, XML, JSON, and others, which can be problematic for web
crawling5—a method used to capture client-side (rather than server-side) archiving
of web content (Davis). There are model instances of preservation being done with
this method. The Internet Archive is one of the best known organizations doing
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such work. 6 The Internet Archive is a preservation repository that “captures” a
large number of publicly available static websites (a small portion of the total Web)
for future reference (Smith, “What is Preservation”).
However, Brown emphasizes the need to preserve more than just the webpages
of dynamic resources, since “particular versions [of a website] will only be recoverable as we have machines that run the browsers and the coding behind them. We
need as a community to grapple further with the question of how to archive
dynamic resources.” The Internet Archive tried to resolve that issue with its
Archive-It tool,7 but it only captures the functionality of a website, not the markedup or administrative documents that go with it. As Corey Davis observes, “our use
of Archive-It has stimulated these kinds of conversations, and it’s clear that this is
an area in need of considerably more investigation and testing.” Institutions are
teaming up to address this challenge. One to watch is the Emulation-as-a-Service
model,8 undergoing development at various academic institutions in 2018–2021.
This type of inter-institutional community conversation may also provide an
answer to the question of ownership and permanence.

Suggestions for Overcoming these Challenges
Fundamentally, collaboration is key to the success and sustainability of digital
projects. Although it may seem a common practice for people to collaborate on
a DH project, oftentimes the collaboration only occurs when obtaining help for
a solution to a technical problem after the project has started. The importance of
collaborative roles is most apparent with new technologies, where programmers
and content providers can help DH scholars determine which technology to
adopt, what redundancies to avoid, and how changes will affect previous progress and future developments (Reed). This means researchers, primary investigators, or project managers need to build their team strategically and include those
who can help address these challenges from the beginning. Some argue that
digital humanists lack physical proximity to such colleagues (Alexander and
Davis), but libraries and departments such as Information Technology (IT),
Computer Science, and Business exist even at small institutions. These colleagues may have experienced an issue that required a similar solution. The team
can also go beyond the institution, pulling in resources in order to build a shared
infrastructure. 9
The innate humanistic inquiry that drives DH projects requires planning. Project
management is certainly critical in the beginning stages, but it is even more critical
to the future of a project (Gladney; Reed). That is why DH projects need an interdisciplinary team in order to succeed—a combination of researchers, students,
librarians, archivists, web/UX designers, and programmers. Collectively, the team
will have a higher success rate of mitigating preservation challenges. For example,
in the 2016 volume of Debates in the Digital Humanities, Miriam Posner provides
some critically important advice when it comes to building DH projects—secure
server space in advance. She discusses the challenges typically encountered with
getting institutions to supply server space to build such projects (whether for
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classroom education or faculty research). These conversations essentially beg the
question of who is going to deal with the server down the road. This server space
scenario is an example of the type of discussion needed with multiple stakeholders
in the early planning stages of a DH project, as it is beneficial to heading off preservation challenges.
Interdisciplinary collaboration requires project management. Ideally, a designated project manager would perform this role. According to Edin Tabak, “a project is a basic unit of digital humanities (DH) scholarship, which suggests that DH
as a discipline should pay more attention to project management, and perhaps to
develop the project management models, principles, and methods that are more
specific to the discipline.” Tabak and Ashely Reed discuss project management as
a fundamental part of DH infrastructure. However, project management generally
is considered secondary to project planning. According to Reed, “even intensive
seminars like those offered at various summer and winter institutes tend to focus
heavily on project planning rather than project management.” As Reed points out,
there is a considerable difference between maintaining an existing static project
no longer being actively developed and one that is still growing and changing.
Tabak and Reed focus on project management principles, which can provide
guidance to DH stakeholders (content providers, developers, researchers) who
anticipate a long-term relationship with their projects. Both short- and long-term
planning can be discussed and acknowledged in a project charter that lays out the
responsibilities, roles, timeline of each contributor, and the milestones of the project. Project management practices like this can help DH practitioners plan for the
unknown elements of the long-term relationship to the project by asking, “then
what?” A forward-thinking attitude (or active management)10 that understands the
technological infrastructure behind digital projects will continually evolve,
prompting the continuation of questioning.
A next step after assembling a project team is to clearly define the relationships
and expectations for the partnership. A project profile and project charter can disambiguate the terms of project collaboration.11 The project profile can then be used
as a public description of the project once completed. The website for the Austen
Said Project at the Center for Digital Research in the Humanities provides the
project’s technical information (encoding standards, data indexing scripts, framework, and so on), the data and website creation processes, and access to downloadable data files (CDRH). However, this “profile” description is not uniform for all
projects developed by the Center for Digital Research in the Humanities (CDRH).
Additionally, it is a website and not a repository and therefore only discoverable
via search engines, whereas the Data Curation Profiles (described later) are additionally indexed in databases, furthering discovery and preservation impact.
Another example is the Digital Project Profile series at Duke Libraries (Duke).
Although only one project appears to be referenced on their website, the description for Project Vox is noteworthy. In addition to the brief project description, the
profile also addresses the motivation for the project, its importance as a case study,
and what it has taught the community. However, missing information includes
technical specifications and preservation practices used in the development of the
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project. Local project profiles that use a standardized schema for ingestion (i.e. the
DCP) and a repository for the projects’ preservation and discoverability are a collective remedy with immediate impact and minimal cost.
Some institutions address liability by using a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) to manage long-term support. Many of the agreements are conducted
through the library, IT departments, or digital scholarship centers. An agreement
that lists expectations and responsibilities of each contributor is important, whether
that be an IT department for server space, a library for indexing a project in databases, or subject scholar for submitting a final report. Such agreements are used at
the University of Rochester Libraries, where the library pays for a universitybranded web-hosting domain for students and faculty to use.12 Another example is
Northeastern University Libraries, which has a set of policies and terms for par13
ticipation in its Digital Repository Service (DRS),
describing what to expect from
a library-hosted digital collection. Part of this DRS, a Fedora/Hydra repository,
includes the CERRES Exhibit Toolkit, which offers a customized WordPress site
to faculty and students through the hosted environments at the library.14 The contents of an agreement will be specific to the project and institution but should
include these types of project preservation assurances. 15 Such an agreement will
also help identify ownership for specific parts of a project (data collection, student
worker, web design, etc.) and provide a mechanism to identify who has the final
say over a project.
Another standard to consider is a consistent format to describe the information
in projects, such as a metadata schema. In this case, the work of libraries and
archives can help, whether they are directly involved in the creation and preservation of a DH project or if their methods and practices are used by researchers.
According to Smith in “What is Preservation”:
Metadata schemas—approaches to describing information assets for access,
retrieval, preservation, or internal management—is another area in which
there is a delicate balance between what is required for ease of access (and
creation) and what is required to ensure persistence. Extensive efforts have
been made by librarians, archivists, and scholars to develop sophisticated
markup schemas that are preservation-friendly, such as the Text Encoding
Initiative (TEI) Guidelines.
Data curation is a practice essential to data collection and applicable to all disciplines with research projects.
Standards in curation also aid in the preservation and discovery of data sets.
Purdue University Libraries and the Graduate School of Library and Information
Science at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign created the Data Curation
Profile Directory in 2011 (DCP). Each profile is assigned a digital object identifier
(DOI) for discovery and archived in sustainable and controlled scholarly curation
environments, such as CLOCKS and Portico. The DCP uses a standardized set of
fields (metadata schema) for ingestion, and a Toolkit has been developed to assist
researchers with depositing profiles and other issues around data services. 16 The
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Data Curation Network (DCN) is an expanded version, created to deal with the
high costs of data curation by bringing in data curation experts from nine academic
institutions and disciplinary data repositories. This is a cross-institutional staffing
model for digital repositories that curate research. It was initially created to make
grant funded research data accessible, a costly barrier for local sustainability at any
one institution. The distributed network creates a funding stream to address sustainability and expansion (DCN). Both the DCP and DCN have governance models, workflows, and planning documents available on their websites. These are
options for the DH community to consider for preserving certain DH projects.
For example, the Compendium, a McMaster University project led by Geoffrey
Rockwell, presents the project infrastructure to the public. Rockwell describes the
hidden administrative interface of his project, which includes databases, metadata,
files for indexing, and encoded content. The intellectual work is more than just the
individual articles or the bibliographic data; the interaction between these, as well
as code and the user experience, 17 is also part of the Compendium’s intellectual
work and worthy of preservation. The project developed a deposit package 18 to
capture the content, code, development process, and user experience (Rockwell).
The deposit package is archived and discoverable in the local institutional repository (IR) and includes a “Read Me”19 document describing technical specifications
needed to run the code. This deposit package approach would benefit other DH
projects, which can include the scope of the project and technical information
about how it is used, including suitable browsers, applications, hardware, or methods of use and analysis. This is one way to avoid the high-cost of emulation while
still allowing the study or project to be used or reproduced later, since the process
is documented along with the published DH project.
Digital humanists know that DH projects have long tails, and it is difficult to
determine when a project ends. A 2009 volume of Digital Humanities Quarterly
(DHQ), edited by Matthew Kirschenbaum and including several contributing
authors, addressed this very question with the special theme of “Done.”20 In short
(and certainly not doing the authors justice), there is no perfect state of doneness;
it is rather an evolving and situational concept. The collection also addresses the
lack of funding for maintaining a project once it is “done,” as well as grant funding
dedicated to finishing or closing projects (Kirschembaum).
Ideally, the endpoint for a digital project will be stipulated at the outset in the
project charter. The creators of the Compendium Project, referred to earlier, wrote
their digital deliverable (a planned ending) into the grant applications from
the beginning. The team also planned for how the project would conclude and
where and how it would be archived and deposited, which happened four years
after the official conclusion of the project. Rockwell concludes, “in retrospect, it
was unreasonable to expect the project to be wrapped up and deposited during the
last year of the project. It would be akin to archiving a book while the author is
still writing the conclusion.”
Likewise, the Orlando Project, also discussed in the DHQ “Done” issue, had a
finished version published in 2008. But since then, the creators have “increased
and enhanced both content and functionality semi-annually since publication”
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(Brown). What these projects indicate is that effective project management uses
scope, charters, definitions, agreements, workflows, milestones, and deliverables
to determine if/when a project is finished.21 These management principles can be
used in DH projects, as they can help to reshape roles and frame questions that will
undoubtedly affect future use (or non-use).
Naturally, hardware, software, authoring tools, and servers used to create DH
projects are part of the infrastructure makeup. At the very least, a copy is saved on
a local machine. Public access and discoverability of the DH project is another
level of preservation infrastructure to consider. However a project obtains its funding, an online repository of DH projects would, in most cases, increase access and
aid preservation. The voluntary efforts of experts within the DH community could
help solve preservation issues so that no one person or organization faces the challenges alone. Other disciplines, such as those in the social sciences (ICPSR)22 and
geosciences,23 have done this; could these types of disciplinary or regional repositories be useful if replicated and modified for DH purposes? A consortium 24 of
sorts might be one way to preserve DH works in a curated repository online. It
might avert the costs of staff support and offer alternatives to existing preservation
resources, such as single institutional repositories or the Internet Archive, which
have great utility but do not suit the needs of DH projects holistically.
Some organizations have created online spaces that attempt to accomplish part
of this goal. Humanities Commons (HCommons) is an example of an online network for scholars to share their work that began in 2013 (HCommons “About”).
HCommons contains an open access repository called CORE, which allows users
to preserve their research (data, code, links to websites) across disciplines (HCommons “Core”). CORE provides a mechanism for deposited works to be archived
and discoverable in a variety of file formats. However, it appears to do this for only
the object archived, without the continued ability to curate it. Additionally, there
is no standardized method or profile for deposited items. In 2017, the National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) awarded the Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) a digital humanities grant to integrate DH projects and metadata
into the open SHARE database (SHARE). The integration of DH projects into
SHARE is largely led by libraries (ARL), which shows promise, with preservation
experts addressing the long-term technical infrastructure (ARL). However, one
result of the library-led initiative is that it is not yet well-known to humanities
scholars despite funding from the NEH. Other national and international organizations that provide interdisciplinary scholars with opportunities for networking and
sharing DH related information include HASTAC (Humanities, Arts, Sciences,
Technology, Alliance and Collaboratory), the Association for Computers and the
Humanities (ACH), and centerNet.25 Although these organizations allow members
to post comments freely or allow users to publish research formally, there is not a
uniform approach to project descriptions, indexing, or curation of projects. The
membership of these organizations, however, is impressive and includes scholars
and experts who are already part of the DH preservation conversation.
The “Sustaining DH” workshops, a 2019 NEH Institute program, took place
at five academic institutions. These workshops used the Socio-Technical
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Sustainability Roadmap, 26 which gave participants practical assignments and
working documents to use at their home institutions. It will be interesting to see
how the DH preservation discussion continues among the members of HCommons, HASTAC, ACH, centerNet, and other organizations, as the Sustaining DH
workshop participants begin sharing what they have learned. It will also be interesting to see whether this impacts local practices.
The perfect resolution to DH preservation is not in the near future and perhaps
involves a combination of practices described in this chapter. However, we do have
the ability to establish the criteria for its success. Long-term hosting supporters,
like libraries,27 which are currently the leaders in maintaining institutional repositories and digital humanities/scholarship centers (DHC), which provide collaborative resources and partnerships, are more equipped to handle the ongoing
maintenance 28 of DH projects than individual DH practitioners because of the
nature of their infrastructures. In addition to drawing on operating budgets, fee
schedules can also be used by units like these that offer technology resources.
These funds, however small, can be used to support ongoing maintenance costs
for digital projects.29
Additionally, if a library or DHC owns the projects, these units should consider
preserving the web servers those projects are on, rather than just the individual
websites (via the Internet Archive, for example), as a way to capture the digital
iteration of a center and its work (Olsen). The ability of libraries and DHCs to do
this is something the individual DH researcher should consider, since collaborating
with preservation and technical experts on DH projects will enhance the probability of the project’s usability in the future.
Financial and human challenges have been discussed thus far, but they are inherently connected to the technical challenges of DH projects as well. This involves
the digital formats and standards of the projects themselves. It is important to
carefully consider the technical platforms and formats used to build DH projects.
Just as trends fade so too does the technology used to create and disseminate digital
objects. The Open Access movement 30 has sparked important conversations not
only about the importance of free access to scholarly information but also about
the preservation of scholarship. The same discussions can and should be applied
to evaluating open preservation standards when building DH projects. Without this
consideration at the beginning, DH projects created today may have little use value
in the future.
For preservation to become an engrained part of DH, it has to be instilled early:
education of upcoming practitioners is key. DH curriculum should not be just
about how to use and create with DH tools or how and why tools can be used for
humanistic inquiry (although these are most certainly important). It should also
include a technical education—what is called data or digital literacy. 31 Examples
of these literacies include preservation practices; the importance of saving often/
versions/backups; an understanding of web architecture, HTML, link rot, primary
sources, raw data, manipulated data, and data formats; and so on. Many of these
technical literacies are under the umbrella of universal design, a practice by which
designers of products and services account for the needs of all types of users
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regardless of their abilities. As a result, technical education helps to enable the
preservation and wider use of digital projects if developed with these literacies in
mind. Students in the aforementioned HIST 6450 class at MTSU now use a portion
of the guide accompanying this chapter 32 to create a project charter, digital file
inventory (and Read Me file), project profile, universal design checklist, and preservation plan and to employ a web publishing agreement that will enable their
project’s permanence and findability through the university website or library
repository.
The terms data literacy and digital literacy are increasingly used as approaches
to education and research adapt with new technologies. Students who receive this
type of education will gain an understanding of the role data plays in the lifecycle
of research, have an increased understanding of the systems that can help capture
digital work, and appreciate the decision-making process when it comes to preservation of research (Shorish). These 21st-century skills are needed for students
to understand how data can be used and reused. 33 Demonstrated competencies of
data management, description, metadata, interoperability, data preservation, discovery, and curation are collectively a solid foundation that will help ensure data
is available in the future.
For example, students should be taught about the Web and how to create, use,
and preserve the information they add to and reuse, including ethical, security, and
privacy concerns. Unfortunately, some DH projects are short lived or succumb to
link rot. Data and digital literacy education covers this very topic. Seeing how
preservation is connected to the life cycle of research will help students become
stronger researchers and professionals as they progress through their careers. However, data and digital literacy are not only important for students but for all DH
practitioners, individual or team-based. Such an education may help secure the fate
of DH projects that do not have a deep infrastructure or preservation system in
place.

Overview of DH preservation guidance (a start)
A brief list of suggestions for DH preservation is included later and is broadly
applicable to any discipline with digital research components. It has been compiled
from a variety of sources and is meant as a starting point; it is not exhaustive. A
more detailed version is available as a preservation guidance checklist at http://
jewlscholar.mtsu.edu/handle/mtsu/5761.
Short-term or minimal infrastructure preservation goals
•
•
•
•

Build a list of collaborators of varying backgrounds, skills, and strengths.
Use a Project Profile (description including human, financial, and technical
components of the project on the website and/or repository).
Use open standards in developing DH projects (when possible).
Develop a Digital File Inventory (spreadsheet or other organized system of
all files associated with the project).
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Document and deposit the process, decisions, and code (if applicable) in a
Read Me file or narrative summary for internal purposes, preserving the
project’s reproducibility.
Determine which elements (from previous point) should be preserved and
available for external purposes or public audiences, and place on the project’s
website and/or archival repository.
Collect a Web Publishing Agreement from each collaborator.
Use a web-archiving tool or repository to preserve a project’s current static
and dynamic functionality and project documentation (external).
Use rights statements and/or licensing for attributing credit or reuse permissions for projects, research, code, and metadata developed. This is one way
for a project to have a longer life: by giving permission for its use, including
attribution and/or remixing allowances.
Create suggested citations of the intellectual property for discovery, crediting, and sustaining use. This can help encourage citation and reduce confusion about how to cite/attribute credit.
Export and save versions (servers, code, development notes, and native file
formats) in a structured organization system, and save copies in different
locations.
Encourage data and digital literacy education.

Long-term or expanded infrastructure preservation goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All the previous minimal infrastructure goals.
Consider current migration, emulation, or other preservation capturing methods for archiving dynamic objects and executables.
Reflect on the intended use of the project from the user’s perspective and
address user experience design questions and methods.
Create or use an institutional space for student and faculty project development for both testing and production. The servers used for the sandbox
environment should be backed up just as you would a digital file.
Employ accessibility standards for text, images, and multimedia elements
in projects including but not limited to transcriptions, closed captioning, alt
tags, site maps, and browse and search options.
Use existing digitization standards, metadata schemas, encoding practices,
and code/version management.
Monitor research and development in preservation practices in various disciplines and create a preservation practices rubric or plan to follow for
consistency among projects.
Collaborate with other campus or community units and experts on best
practices and experiment with available resources.
Develop a consortium of like-minded collaborators across departments and/
or institutions for potential development of a DH preservation repository/
database.

A lively conversation about preservation is needed in order to think through methods of DH development and to increase the prioritization of digital scholarship
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preservation over time—beyond the grant, the end product, or the research study.
Future humanistic inquiries depend on the preservation decisions made with
today’s infrastructure. For this, a more inclusive approach is needed, one representing the skills of humanists and collaborators from other disciplines who can add
to, reject, edit, discuss, and document the best or alternative short- and long-term
preservation strategies.

The (un)known future
The challenges and solutions presented here affect the humanities field at large,
including closely aligned disciplines such as the social sciences. Ultimately, DH
preservation should involve many stakeholders whose expertise make for a stronger and enduring project. Collectively these people will decide how to create,
maintain, and preserve a project. It would be a mistake not to consider preservation
as an initial part of the conversation between humanities scholars, computer scientists, librarians, programmers, and user design specialists.
Project longevity also depends on documenting hidden DH infrastructures. Project documentation should include decisions, workflows, successes, and failures.
All of these components should also be housed in repositories so they can be
searched, discovered, and expanded. Along with publishing DH research outcomes, preservation practices need to be recognized as part of the scholarly output. Funding agencies can aid this development by adapting their practices to
offer new opportunities for preservation grants after the “completed” project is
published. And, finally, students should be taught the skills of data and digital
literacy. This has the potential to make the greatest impact, as they will continue
to expand upon what they have learned early in their careers and carry that knowledge forward.

Notes
1 See Sula for citations and surveys that report the need for humanists to leverage campus
resources, like libraries, rather than silos to be successful in long-term projects because
of the pre-existing infrastructure. Also, the ARL Spec Kit 326 by Bryson specifically
addresses digital humanities including survey results on sustainability, funding, partnerships, and institutional resources that is worthy of a read, in addition to the IMLS-funded
“Handbook for Digital Projects” by Sitts for a background on the preservation
problem.
2 Several studies point to this same conclusion. See Gladney, Pitti, Rockwell, Smith,
“What is Preservation,” Thibodeau.
3 See Smith, “What is Preservation,” Rothenberg, Warner.
4 Two examples on the use of seed grants being implemented to promote the creation and
use of DH projects include the University of Kansas (http://idrh.ku.edu/seedgrants) and
Middle Tennessee State University (http://dsi.mtsu.edu/dsgrant).
5 According to Davis, Web crawlers use HTTP protocols to collect content from the Web
by crawling through associated links as determined by the crawl instructions and URLs
set by the protocol.
6 The Internet Archive is a client-side archiving technology, which additionally created
other archiving resources, such as the Wayback Machine and Archive-It, a subscriptionbased service for memory institutions or archives (Davis). Another organization to consider is the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision. Although not a DHC, it has
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7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14

15

16
17

18
19
20
21

22

addressed the complexities of archiving websites with heavy dynamic content via a
project pilot (Baltussen et al.) and is a good example of a well-mixed project team.
For a deeper look at the development of the Archive-It, see Bragg and Hanna. This report
includes a look at small and large universities that are using this tool to capture web
content (many of whom are interested in creating a web archive of social media’s increasing influence and commentary platforms including feeds, blogs, posts, and comments).
See “About EaaSI” by the Software Preservation Network, available at www.softwarepreservationnetwork.org/eaasi
Hamilton College’s Digital Humanities Initiative is a good example of this drive to build
a shared infrastructure (Alexander and Davis) that can also be used at other small colleges that may lack in-house resources or expertise.
See paragraph titled “MITH’s stewardship in practice” of the Stewarding Digital
Humanities work on the Web at MITH news post by Trevor Munoz, available at http://
mith.umd.edu/stewarding-digital-humanities-work-on-the-web-at-mith/
The Digital Project Preservation Plan, an online companion to this chapter, has a project
charter template in Appendix A.
This library provides a virtual space for using various platforms like Scalar, Omeka,
WordPress, Drupal, and Wikimedia (ACRL “Listserv-A”). The MOU used at this institution makes the terms transparent: “We will continue to provide access to the digital
projects as long as the platform is viable, and will commit to archiving through our
Archive-it database at such a time as it cannot be hosted” (ARCL “Listserv-A”). This is
a clear example of preservation being thought of on the front end of DH project development and through collaborating with other campus units beyond the humanities.
DRS Policies and Terms of Participation, available at http://hdl.handle.net/2047/
D20200499
CERES is available at http://dsg.neu.edu/ceres. Additionally useful is their documentation practices, specifically using their Women Writers Project’s internal documentation
for encoding schemas, at www.wwp.northeastern.edu/research/publications/
documentation/internal.
Example of terms for preservation assurance: “In terms of framing their ephemerality,
we say that the digital assets in the repository will be preserved as long as we are able,
to the highest archival standards we can muster. We also promise to keep the lights on
for their websites: keep the URLs active, WordPress codebase up-to-date, etc. We also
crawl all the CERES sites with Archive-It, so that HTML and interactive display features that aren’t (currently) preservable in the repository will be captured (however
imperfectly) that way” (qtd. in ACRL “Listserv-B”).
DCP at https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/datacurationprofiles/
“The Glossary is a prime example—the meaning is not just the text of entries, but also
in the searchable whole and web of articles linked to glossary entries. Likewise the
interface design reflects decisions about the audience that is unquestionably important
to understanding the work as a whole” (Rockwell).
According to Rockwell, the deposit package has been archived in the McMaster University Libraries Institutional Repository, available at https://macsphere.mcmaster.ca/
handle/11375/14500?mode=full.
“A README file that describes the software, explains how to install it, and gives other
information such as restrictions on use and information about bugs” (Rothenberg 24).
See the 2009 issue, volume 3.2 of Digital Humanities Quarterly (ed. Matthew Kirschenbaum) available at http://digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/3/2/index.html
These topics are covered in a Project Management for the Digital Humanities curriculum website developed by the Emory Center for Digital Scholarship (ECDS). The fivephase curriculum on managing digital projects includes topics and resources for the
digital project lifecycle.
The Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research maintains the infrastructure for providing access to an archive of social science data for research and
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23

24

25
26
27

28
29

30
31
32
33

instruction with more than 750 member institutions accessing or contributing to the data
archive. www.icpsr.umich.edu
Open Geoportal (http://opengeoportal.org) is a web application that allows for discovery
and retrieval of geospatial data from multiple organizations that was developed by Tufts
University, along with Harvard, MIT, and several others. It is built with a data repository
(http://geodata.tufts.edu) that allows others to search, discover, interact, download and
upload data with an interoperability for various web mapping applications. The code
for the project is also available on github with Read Me files for installation instructions
(https://github.com/OpenGeoportal).
A close but not exact example of this is the CUNY Academic Commons (http://commons.
gc.cuny.edu). This academic social network provides a WordPress platform for faculty and
students at CUNY to connect and build their own blogs and wikis with the university’s
infrastructure. This promotes creation very well, but its preservation practices are unknown.
DH Projects@UNC (http://dhprojects.web.unc.edu/about) and the Digital Humanities Lab
at Yale University Library (http://web.library.yale.edu/dhlab) are other closely related
examples, intended to be a repository and resource for digital humanities projects. Both
clearly have the DH projects accessible on their websites with links to the actual hosting
platform of each project, but their preservation practices (if any) are also unknown.
The websites for these organizations (respectively): www.hastac.org/about-hastac,
http://ach.org/about-ach/, and https://dhcenternet.org/about
See Sustaining DH, University of Pittsburgh, available at https://sites.haa.pitt.edu/
sustainabilityroadmap/
Partnering with libraries to maintain digital projects as a way to “future proof” DH
projects was also a topic of conversation in Digital Humanities Questions and Answers
hosted at http://digitalhumanities.org/answers/topic/what-does-it-mean-to-futureproof-a-dh-project.
Long term preservation of digital materials is a proactive endeavor and needs constant
refreshing, reformatting, migrating, etc., in order to prevent information loss (Gladney).
This is why preservation is so costly and requires expertise.
Digital Scholarship Initiatives, a library-led program at MTSU that offers grant funds
to campus researchers and access to technology and digital preservation resources
through its Digital Scholarship Lab, uses fee schedules for grant-funded projects. This
is an example of where grant-funds for projects can be repurposed to help offset longterm maintenance costs of DH projects although the goal is not to make money, but
rather to help sustain project persistence once developed.
For more on open access (OA) see http://sparopen.org/open-access.
For a cursory look at the terms of digital literacy, data literacy, computer literacy, and
media literacy, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Literacy.
See the Digital Project Preservation Plan for a set of these templates at https://
jewlscholar.mtsu.edu/handle/mtsu/5761.
According to Nelson, the most well-known include Data Information Literacy project,
New England Collaborative Data Management Curriculum, DataONE education modules, and Research Data Mantra. The curriculum websites are at http://datainfolit.org,
http://library.umassmed.edu/necdmc/index, https://dataone.org.education-modules, and
http://datalib.edina.ac.uk/mantra.
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